
The Theological Papers of
John Henry Newman
On Faith and Certainty
Edited by J. Derek Holmes
The hitherto unpublished papers from the Newman Archive at the Birming-
ham Oratory complement Newman's published works and, because they
are for the most part tentative and unrevised, they show his mind at work.
The papers concern the problem with which Newman wrestled throughout
his life, the justification of certainty, especially in religion. Two more
volumes are in preparation. £6.50

Gesta Stephani
Edited by K. R. Potter and R. H. C. Davis
This unique manuscript tells of the civil war between Stephen and Matilda,
told by an eyewitness who favoured the cause of Stephen. In his new
introduction to this edition Professor Davis, one of the foremost authorities
on Stephen, has identified the author as Robert, Bishop of Bath. Second
edition £10 Oxford Medieval Texts

The Letters and Poems of
Fulbert of Chartres
Edited by Frederick Behrends
Fulbert's letters offer an excellent introduction to the history of France in
the early eleventh century and to the various spiritual, secular, and educa-
tional problems which confronted a churchman during the feudal age,
while the poems are typical products of the schools as regards both their
prosody and the variety of their subject matter. This is the first critical
edition and translation. £12.50 Oxford Medieval Texts

Three Monophysite Christologies
Severus of Antioch, Philoxenus of Mabbug, and
Jacob of Sarug
Roberta C. Chesnut
This book explores the rich world of Syrian monophysite christology in its
most vital period, the end of the fifth century and the beginning of the
sixth. The debate about the mystery of the divine and the human in Christ
can be shown to be a point at which the main avenues of Christian thought
and experience join, and a study of it is invaluable for an understanding of
the nature of the christological controversies of the Byzantine world. £5.50
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The variety of
religious experience.

TO HEAVEN WITH SCRIBES
AND PHARISEES
The Jewish Path to God
Lionel Blue. Lionel Blue eloquently evokes "the feel and taste
of Jewish spirituality with all its complexity and richness"
and describes the place in Judaism of the Law, the Jewish
home and the synagogue. $4.95

PRAYER IN THE RELIGIOUS
TRADITIONS OF AFRICA
Aylward Shorter. The first comprehensive study of the prayer
of Africa. The author presents the texts of 152 prayers drawn
from the religious traditions of Africa, the African indepen-
dent churches, African Christianity, and Islam. $7.95 cloth,
$2.95 paper

THE THEOLOGICAL PAPERS
OF JOHN HENRY NEWMAN
Volume 1. On Faith and Certainty
Edited by J. Derek Holmes. The materials in this volume
concern one of the central problems with which Cardinal
Newman wrestled throughout his life—the justification of
certainty, especially in religion. $15.95

THE ENGLISH CATHOLIC
COMMUNITY, 1570-1850
John Bossy. This is the first systematic study of the Roman
Catholic community in England between the reign of
Elizabeth I and the Irish immigration of the late nineteenth
century. Illustrated with maps, $ 19.95

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
200 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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The Open University
ARE SCIENCE AND RELIGION

ALWAYS AT WAR?
SCIENCE AND BELIEF: FROM. ^ ^ M ^ ^ . general is discussed with particular
COPERNICUS TO DARWIN. This ^ 0 ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ . (though not exclusive) reference
course is concerned with the ^H^B ^K^^ t 0 r e l 'S ' 0 U S belief systems. The
intellectual, rather than the ^^BJ| ^Efl^K period chosen is the crucial one
technological, implications of ^ H \ jp ^A from Copernicus to Darwin; the
science. These are considered ^^^^^«V ^ ^ K ^ ^ ^ B great crises in human thought
purely in their historical context, ^^^K^H)^^Bj^^^B associated with these names
and the course is about one ^^K!^8^ ̂ *^^^^V provide the two main foci of the
particular aspect of the history of ^^^B^fl H^^^V course.
science, namely the history of ^^^^H ^^^^W Post-experience Student Office,
scientific ideas. Their changing ^^^H ^^^r The Open University, P.O. Box 76,
impact upon western culture in ^ ^ ^ Milton Keynes MK7 6AN.

* To:—The Post-experience Student Office, The Open University, ~

I P.O. Box 76, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AN. Please send me Prospectus I
and Application Form for 1977 home-based Post-experience courses. PMS •

I Name (Mr., Mrs., Miss, Ms.) . . I
• Address •

I • .: ~ z::::::.i:::zz~. \
• (Please use block capitals) •
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NOTES FOR C O N T R I B U T O R S

1. Contributions and books for review should be sent to the Editor, Professor
H. D. Lewis, King's College, Strand, London, wc2R 2LS. Books published in
America should be sent to Professor J. E. Smith, Department of Philosophy,
Yale University, New Haven.

2. Articles submitted to the journal should in general be between 5,000 and
10,000 words long, though articles outside these limits will be acceptable if
there is some good reason for their exceptional length or brevity. Articles in
two or more parts may occasionally be accepted provided each part is inde-
pendently intelligible. They should normally be in English.

3. Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not previously been
published, or is not being considered for publication elsewhere.

4. Contributions should be clearly typed in double spacing, preferably on A4
paper, with a wide left-hand margin. The typescript should be prepared to
accord as closely as possible with the typographical conventions of the journal.

5. Footnotes should be used sparingly: in general, to give sources of direct
quotations, references to main authorities on disputable questions, and evi-
dence relied on for a new or unusual conclusion. They should be numbered in
one sequence throughout the article, and should preferably be typed in
double spacing at the end of the article.

6. Contributors should keep one copy of the typescript for correcting proofs.

7. First proofs may be read and corrected by contributors provided that they can
give the Editor an address through which they can be reached without delay
and can guarantee to return the corrected proofs to the Editor, by airmail
where necessary, within ten days of receiving them.

8. Correction should be kept to an absolute minimum. It should be confined to
errors of the typist or printer unless the Editor authorises otherwise.

9. All contributors of articles receive 50 free offprints. Reviewers will receive five
or more offprints of their reviews.

10. If rejected manuscripts are to be returned, stamps or international coupons
should be sent to cover postage.

11. Contributors of accepted articles will be asked to assign their copyrights, on
certain conditions, to Cambridge University Press, to help protect their
material, particularly in the USA.
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